Abstract. This article describes an approach to learn feature weights for content-based image retrieval (CBIR) from user interaction log files. These usage log files are analyzed for images marked together by a user in the same query step. The problem is somewhat similar to one of the traditional data mining problems, the market basket analysis problem, where items bought together in a supermarket are analyzed. This paper outlines similarities and differences between the two fields and explains how to use the interaction data for deriving a better feature weighting.
Introduction
Relevance feedback is regarded as one of the most powerful techniques to improve the results of contentbased image retrieval systems (CBIRSs). Much has been written about different ways to implement relevance feedback (Müller et al., 2000b; Rui et al., 1998; Salton and Buckley, 1990; Smeulders et al., 2000; Squire et al., 2000; Worring et al., 2000) . Most systems calculate the relevance feedback from one query step to the following query step. Like this, not the entire query session is used for calculating the next results but only the preceding step. In FourEyes, across session learning is proposed (Minka, 1996) and also, in Vasconcelos and Lippman (2000) , it is proposed to learn over several temporal scales. Some systems like the image browsers PicHunter (Cox et al., 1996) or TrackingViper (Müller et al., 1999) take several steps of user interaction into account to find a target image in a database. In , an approach to learn query concepts over several interaction steps without using seed images is proposed, using support vector machines.
In Lee et al. (1999) , a system is presented that groups images into clusters and changes these clusters when they are marked with contradicting relevances by another user. For this tool to be effective, all images of the database should have been selected by several users and should have been marked by at least one of these users. In Kohrs and Merialdo (1999) , old user judgments are used to propose new images to users based on the items they have already marked. This collaborative filtering is applied to art images in a museum. A web demonstration is accessible at http://abyss.eurecom.fr:1111/AWM/login. html. Amazon (http://www.amazon.com/) also employs this collaborative filtering technique to propose books to potential customers.
In , a method to store correlations between images is proposed that promises good results when all images in the database are marked at least once. Large image databases will require extremely large storage capacities to implement this technique. The data to train the system is gained from automatically created usage log files which somewhat limits its expressive power.
The use of log files to discover knowledge is also very common in many other research areas in connection with the Internet. Log files are used to adapt web pages or web accessible systems to the users needs (Wu et al., 1998) . In Berendt and Spiliopoulou (2000) , the behavior of users within web pages is analyzed to improve the page layout.
Experimental results in Müller et al. (2000a) have shown strong improvements in CBIRS performance when using feature weights that are calculated with the help of usage log files. This study uses images marked together in the same relevance feedback step for the calculation of a new feature weight. Therefore, it seems logical to take a more formal approach to exploit the usage log files of a CBIRS.
The stated problem has many similarities to the market basket analysis often described in the data mining literature. Supermarkets have large files of items purchased together by a customer at the same shopping. One would like to know which combinations of these items occur significantly often and how association rules can be derived from these data efficiently. In Agrawal et al. (1993 Agrawal et al. ( , 1994 , Hipp et al. (2000) , Jermain and Miller (2001) , and Shekhar and Huang (2001) , efficient algorithms are described to solve the task. An explorative evaluation of all combinations is infeasible as there are thousands of items and several hundreds of them can be purchased together at the same shopping trip. Thus, we need algorithms to efficiently filter the data and follow promising groupings of items. Association rules can be derived from these data. A short introduction of association rules is given in Section 3.1 without going into details.
Section 2 describes the Viper CBIRS we used to validate our approach. It will become clear that the specific architecture of the Viper CBIRS has been a major factor for the success of this study. Section 3 introduces association rules and compares the market basket analysis problem from traditional data mining with our problem of images that are marked together. The section also explains how the data is reduced to make it usable for our purpose. Section 4 shows how the actual feature weighting is calculated and how the learned information is integrated into the image feature weighting scheme. In Section 5 we include the calculated weights into our system and compare the results of the system before and after the use of the additional probabilistic feature weighting. The last section critically discusses the experimental outcome and gives ideas for future work.
The Viper System
For the evaluation of our approach we use the log files created by the web demonstration version of the Viper system http://viper.unige.ch/, which has been developed at the University of Geneva. A stable version of this program called Gift (GNU Image Finding Tool) can be downloaded free of charge at http://www.gnu.org/software/gift/. The system is described in more detail in Squire et al. (2000) .
System Architecture
The main difference of Viper/GIFT compared to other systems is the presence of a very large number of more than 85,000 possible features. Most images contain between 1,000 and 2,000 of these features. The access method to the features is the inverted file, which is the most common access method used in text retrieval (TR), and which is efficient in very sparsely populated spaces. Thus, Viper allows for a fast and efficient access to this large number of features because the search space is limited to the features present in the query images and the efficiency of the inverted file.
The emphasis of the project is on user interaction. Hence, it embeds several interaction strategies using several steps of positive and negative feedback. Both online and offline learning are employed in the system. Viper offers a good flexibility for learning as it has a very large number of features for the creation of feature weights. Especially the extensive use of negative feedback has shown to be very effective (Müller et al., 2000b) and is very important for the learning approach proposed in this paper.
Multimedia Retrieval Markup Language (MRML)
MRML (http://www.mrml.net/, (Müller et al., 2000c) ) was originally developed to separate the user interface from the actual search engine. It is an XMLbased protocol and allows us to log all the communications between the user interface and the server in a human-readable and simple manner. It is therefore based on MRML logfiles of the user interaction that we develop this study. An example of a simple query by example(s) (QBE) in MRML with positive and negative input can be seen here:
This example has one image marked relevant ("1") and another one marked non-relevant ("−1"). For a query session with the web interface, images that are present on screen but not marked by the user, thus implicitly labeled neutral, are also transmitted. These images are not included in the evaluation of this article because they do not contain as much information as images being purposely marked by the user.
Viper Features
The system used for this study implements four different groups of image features for local and global color and texture measures that are described in more detail in Squire et al. (2000) :
• A global color histogram based on the HSV color space which roughly corresponds to the human color vision (Smith and Chang, 1996) This results in a maximum of 84, 362 possible features where an image contains between 341 and 3,686 features, usually around 1,500. With respect to our learning algorithm every single of these features is regarded separately and can obtain a learned weight. There are two distinct sorts of features with similar characteristics. The color and Gabor histograms are relatively frequent in the collection of images. Their collection frequency (c f ) is normally high. Their frequency in the document (t f -term frequency) is the percentage of the color our a particular Gabor response with respect to the entire image. The color and Gabor block features are local features and they are usually rather rare, meaning that the c f is low, whereas their t f is always 1 in a single image as they either occur or not. These features are only low level features, but because of their high number, we believe that complex queries can be constructed with them. Higher level features such as image regions may provide even better results with the learning, but even in this case we would still suffer from the semantic gap between the semantics the user is looking for and the visual content the system can offer.
Weighting Schemes
We have implemented several weighting schemes known from the TR literature (Salton and Buckley, 1988) . They are all based on the collection and document frequencies of the features. For the experiments in this paper, we use the inverse document frequency weighting, which weights the features in the following way (see Squire et al. (2000) for more details):
where t f is the term frequency of a feature, c f the collection frequency of a feature, j a feature number, q corresponds to a query with i = 1..N input images, k is one result image and R i is the relevance of an input image i within the range [−1; 1]. Then a score is assigned to a possible result image k with query q containing features 1.. j:
We can see in Eq.
(1) that the final result mainly depends on the collection frequency of a feature. Rare features are weighted high, whereas features very common in the collection are weighted low because they contain less information. The term frequency of a feature in the query images has a minor influence, as well. We can see in Eq. (2) that the final score for an image is the sum of importances of all the features present in this image.
Analysis of the Log Files
This section shortly describes association rules and then, how we can reduce the large amount of data to find images being marked together several times. The reduction process is analog to a simple reduction of data described as the market basket analysis in Agrawal et al. (1993) .
Association Rules
An association rule is an expression or rather implication of the form I a → I b where both I a and I b are subsets of a set of items or images I and part of a set of transactions or item sets T . The probability for such an association rule or implication between two sets of items is also called the rule confidence and can be calculated easily:
where ϕ is the frequency of the single item or item pair in the set of transactions T , respectively. Another important factor for determining the quality of a rule is the support for a certain rule which is the fraction of all item sets in T that contain the elements of the sets I a and I b used in an association rule. In Agrawal et al. (1993) , item sets with a support above a defined threshold are called large item sets. There are also other factors for determining the quality of a rule such as the correlation (Brin et al., 1997) but this article cannot describe all these factors and algorithms in detail. Articles for efficient algorithms to extract association rules are Agrawal et al. (1993) Agrawal and Srikant (1994) , Han et al. (2000) , Jermain and Miller (2001) , Mannila and Toivonen (1996) , Savasere et al. (1995) , and Zaki et al. (1997) . A comparison of various methods is given in Hipp et al. (2000) where run-times of classical algorithms are compared. In Brin et al. (1997) , an interesting approach comparing association rules with correlations is given. An algorithm to find spatial co-locations is explained in Shekhar and Huang (2001) .
Comparison with the Market Basket Analysis
As mentioned earlier, the market basket analysis aims at characterizing articles (images) that are often marked together. Although there are many similarities between finding images marked together in queries and items bought together in a supermarket, there are also some differences we have to consider. The main differences are:
1. Each image can only be marked once in a query whereas in a supermarket, an item can be bought several times. 2. An image can be marked in three different ways:
relevant, non-relevant or neutral, whereas an item in a supermarket is either bought or not.
3. The sizes of the basket in a supermarket can vary in a much larger range compared to image retrieval, where users normally do not mark a very large number of images. 4. We have less queries with the system than we have items, whereas in a supermarket much larger datasets of items bought together are available than there are items in the shop. Thus, every item in a shop is bought every once in a while, whereas not every image is marked as regularly. 5. Items that most frequently imply other items are most important for a supermarket, whereas for us it is more important to find the images that are marked relevant after several steps of feedback. This is the case because items (images) very often marked together are frequently retrieved together anyways, whereas we also want to retrieve items that are not always retrieved in the first query step. These items are further away from the query in similarity space but can be discovered when using feedback.
The additional information described in (1) is not used for the qualitative analysis described in Agrawal et al. (1993) anyways. Therefore, we can discard the unavailability of this information. The solution we use for coping with (2) is that in the first step we regard an image marked "relevant" and the same image marked "non-relevant" or "neutral" as different items. We finally did not evaluate the images marked "neutral". These images were not actively marked by the user, so the information content can be interpreted in different ways. The user might have been too lazy although they were relevant for him, or the user might have thought that they are not relevant for him but feared that marking them negatively could worsen the results, or the user may simply not have looked at them. Clearly, images marked neutral are in between the relevant and non-relevant images. (3) is not as important as we can theoretically have larger groups of images as well, and most shopping data sets will not be much larger than our image data sets. Remark (4) is important because we cannot prune out as much information as can be done from very large log files. We have to rely more on the quality of the data, because otherwise we can not get much information from the log files. With the time, we will get larger log files as well, which can be evaluated in a better way. (5) also limits the amount of information we can filter out for further processing. Some images often marked together with different images in a different context might still contain very valuable information. On the association rule level, we thus do not set any minimum requirement for the probability of an association rules.
Reduction of the Log Files
We have several steps to reduce the data of the log files for the final analysis, when applying an algorithm similar to Agrawal et al. (1993) . We choose such a simple a-priori algorithm for the calculation of the association rules because it is easy to use and to understand and we are only using a subset of the association rules anyways. The comparison between different efficient algorithms in Hipp et al. (2000) shows that the differences between the algorithms with respect to efficiency are rather small.
1. Reduce the log files to image sets marked together because the rest of the communication descriptors in MRML is not being needed. 2. Find images and then image pairs that occur more than once, so-called large images or large image sets, respectively, as they are named in Agrawal et al. (1993) . This corresponds to the fact to have support above a certain threshold. We use a rather low threshold to have a maximum of rules for the feature weight calculation. 3. Use only image pairs we are really interested in as explained in Table 1 and described below. 4. Calculate Probabilities of association rules for all large image sets we found in (2), and only use those above a certain probability threshold (which corresponds to the confidence of a rule).
At this stage, we concentrate on association rules between pairs of images, that is sets of size 2 only. Association rules with more than two images are not evaluated for the moment.
For us, only images marked together positively in the same query step or image pairs where one image is Table 1 . Possible combination of markings of image pairs. The ones we our using for our approach are marked with "++".
Relevant
Neutral Non-relevant
Non-relevant ++ 0 0 marked positively and the other one negatively are of interest, because images can be marked negatively or left neutral in the query for completely different reasons. Table 1 shows the combinations of image pairs we are interested in. Only the combinations marked with "++" are used is this paper. We could also use the ones marked with "?", but we decided not to as they were not actively marked by the user. The combinations marked with "0" cannot be used. Images marked together negatively, for example, can be marked negatively for completely different reasons. The analysis of the log files is performed completely automatically with perl scripts. The log files are in MRML format which is based on XML, so a generic XML parser is used to extract information about images being marked together in one query step. We then calculate the frequencies of images with a specific marking (1 = relevant, −1 = non-relevant). Our limit for images being called large images is that they have to occur at least twice. With larger log files, this limit of 2 may be increased but so far our log files are rather small and we do not want to let any information being unused. Images marked only once with a certain relevance are then removed from the query groups of images marked together in a step. Now, each query which still contains multiple images is read in and all the possible combinations of two images are created and stored with their frequency. Pairs that occur less than twice are deleted from the list.
There are further important differences between the market basket data problem and ours. We are not necessarily interested in the association rules that occur the most frequently. If images are marked together very frequently, it means that they already have a high similarity and show up together very often. We are much more interested in relevant images that show up after one or more steps of feedback. These image pairs might not have a very high frequency for the association rule but they are indeed more important than images in rules with a higher frequency, that appear each time on screen together. For this reason we do not set a limit for the probability for association rules but also evaluate rules with small probabilities.
New Weighting for the Features
The data reduction explained in Section 3 leaves us with a list of images marked together more than once, as well as with the frequencies with which they are marked together and alone. This is used to create association rules for the connection of images. These association rules can be relevant/relevant or relevant/non-relevant combinations.
Using Association Rules
From each of the pairs consisting of images I a and I b we can construct two association rules: I a → I b and I b → I a . The probabilities for these association rules can easily be calculated from the frequencies of the two images marked together and marked alone as in Eq. (3).
Each image pair thus produces two association rules and their probabilities. "Positive association rules" are rules where the two images in the pair were marked as relevant and "negative association rules" are rules where one of the two images is marked nonrelevant and the other one relevant. Positive and negative association rules are noted (I a → I b ) + , (I a → I b ) − , respectively.
From Images to Features
With the association rules, we have a connection between images, but we want to learn on a feature basis to be more general and also learn for images not yet marked by any user. Thus, we have to make a connection between the association rules for images and the features that these images contain.
First, we have to think about what makes a feature a good or positive feature in our sense (see Eq. (4)):
P( f j good) = P( f j predicts relevance) ∧ P( f j does not predict irrelevance);
(4) where f j is a a feature and P the probability. This means that a feature is a good feature if it is good at predicting relevance and bad for predicting irrelevance. If a feature predicts relevance it means that relevant images are generally returned when using this feature for querying whereas a feature that predicts irrelevance returns generally irrelevant images when used for querying. Now, Eq. (5) calculates the probability P that a feature predicts relevance by using the frequencies of features being in both images of an association rule or only in the first one.
P( f j predicts relevance)
where ϕ is the frequency and |A| is the cardinality of set A. The same can be done for negative association rules. 
P( f j predicts irrelevance)
Combining the two values we get Eq. (7), which is the first factor F 1 we calculate for each feature.
When calculating this factor it becomes unfortunately clear that our low level features are very often in one of the images of an association rule, but only rarely in the two, thus creating many extremely low values and being not very specific about the feature quality. Another problem is how to obtain a probability for features not present in any of the image pairs which should be a value between the good and the bad features. As these features seem to be in almost no image, we can discard these features and let their probability become 0.
To solve the above problem, we limit our calculations to the times a feature occurs in both images of an association rule, either in a positive or negative one. This leads to Eq. (8), which turns out to be much more discriminative between "good" and "bad" features.
It will be shown in the next section that this second factor F 2 as described in Eq. (8) also leads to better results. If a feature does not occur in any of the association rules we give it a value of 0.5 as we do not have any information to give it another probability. Very frequent features will also get a weighting close to 0.5 when they appear in almost every positive and negative association rule.
Combining our Probability Factor with the idf Weighting
To evaluate the performance of our system, in addition to the probability of the feature that we just calculated, we also want to include the probability into our normal idf weight described in Eq. (1). Therefore, we include the probability into the old feature weight calculation as an additional factor as shown in Eq. (9).
To calculate the score for an image we again use Eq. (2). To compare the retrieval results for a number of different factors we use both factors F 1 and F 2 , the squared (F 2 1 , F 2 2 ) to check out a stronger influence of the factors, as well as F 3 2 . Because the results in Müller et al. (2000a) suggested that it might be better to keep even the negative factors with a low value and not let them become zero, we calculated F 2 2 as well in a version where the lowest value is 0.05, so these features are not completely discarded for negative feedback.
Such a calculated factor expressing the quality of a feature can be calculated regularly based on the user feedback. So far, we do not have an automatic updating scheme but the factor calculation is started by hand. To have a completely automatic system with regular updates does not seem too hard to implement. The values for all association rules would need to be stored and updated with the new interaction data. This can avoid to reanalyze the entire interaction data each time. As short-term feedback algorithms are used in the retrieval system as well, an updating after every query step is not necessary.
Experimental Results
For our experimental results, we analyzed 800 MB of user interaction data in MRML from the Viper CBIR system. In the first reduction step we filtered the data to get all the images that were present in at least one query step. This led us to 3,258 queries with more than 80,000 images being marked in total. These images are from ten different databases, but most queries were done with three of the databases.
We decided to use the database of the University of Washington (1999) for this evaluation because the database is freely available and thus the results are reproducible. This database contains 922 images being separated in 13 image groups containing very different numbers of images (between 27 and 256 per group).
In the second step, we regarded only image pairs which occurred more than once together. Over all databases, we have 61,361 such pairs with 21,727 of these pairs being from the Washington database. 7,930 of these pairs for the Washington database are positive connections (leading to positive association rules), 8,131 are a connection between a positive and a negative image (leading to negative association rules) and 5,666 are a connection between a positive and a neutrally marked image, which is not used for this evaluation. We finally ended up with 32,122 association rules for image pairs to calculate similarities.
Performance Measures Used
For the evaluation of the system performance we use a set of measures that are well known from text retrieval and, for example used in the TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) performance comparison (Harman, 1992; Voorhees and Harmann, 1998) . These measures have been proposed and used for image retrieval as well (Müller et al., 2001; Smith, 1998 ):
• Rank 1 and Rank: rank at which first relevant image is retrieved, normalized average rank of relevant images (see Eq. (10)).
• P(20), P(50) and P(N R ): precision after 20, 50 and N R images are retrieved.
• R P (.5) and R(100): recall at precision .5 and after 100 images are retrieved.
• PR graph.
A simple average rank is difficult to interpret, since it depends on both the collection size N and the number of relevant images N R for a given query. Consequently, we normalize by these numbers and propose the normalized average rank, Rank:
where R i is the rank at which the ith relevant image is retrieved. This measure is 0 for perfect performance, and approaches 1 as performance worsens. For random retrieval the result would be 0.5. To evaluate the performance of a system with relevance feedback we use an algorithm described in Müller et al. (2000b) . This algorithm assumes that a user would feed all the relevant images on screen back as positive feedback and all the non-relevant images back as negative feedback. Relevance feedback can thus be generated from the ground truth of the image database and the query result of the retrieval system. We take the first 20 images of the system response for the generation of positive and negative feedback images. Thus, system evaluation can be performed in a completely automatic way.
Evaluation on the Database of the University of Washington
From the 32,122 association rules, we calculated the different factors derived in the preceding section. The retrieval results for the factors are compared for a first query step and for two feedback steps with automatically generated feedback. Figure 1 shows a Precision/Recall graph (PR-graph) for the first query step. We can clearly see that our first factor leads to a really bad performance in the beginning of the PR-graph whereas the others all lead to similar, improved results. In the middle part of the PRgraph especially the squared and cubed second factor give good results of up to 20% better than the original weighting. As the results for F In Table 2 , we can see the other performance measures used for CBIR evaluation. In terms of rank measures, the first factor gives very poor results and the first relevant image is also found rather late compared to the second factor. Regarding the ranks, the normal idf system is the best, but only marginally better than the second factor. For a real user, the precision after 20 or 50 images, depending on how many images he looks at on screen, is normally the most important measure. With respect to these measures, the systems with the additional factor look much better than the normal idf system. The new results are up to 7% better, which is a significant improvement. With respect to the precisions, the second factor (especially when cubed), gives the best results. Even more interesting are the results after the first step of relevance feedback. Because the system uses old relevance feedback to improve the results for further queries, we could assume that, in this case, part of the relevance feedback is already taken into account and the improvements could be less strong. Figure 2 shows that with relevance feedback, the results improve even more. Especially with the second factor (when cubed), we gain up to 15% in the middle of the graph. We can also see that the results get worse in the beginning of the graph, the higher a power of F 2 we use, but that the curve gets much better in the middle and in the end of the graph for higher powers. Similarly, the first factor F 1 is much worse in the beginning, but gets better in the middle and end of the graph although by far not as good as the second factor. Table 3 underlines the results already obtained from the PR-graph. The first factor does not give very good results for any of the measures. The precision values are still better than the original idf system, but the ranks are much worse, and the results of the squared factor get even worse than when using the idf weighting. F 2 though, seems to be much better, even for the early precision values which are up to 10% better. The rank values are also slightly better, and only R(P(.5)) drops below the original value for the squared and cubed version. The second step of feedback in Fig. 3 shows that the first factor F 1 gives bad results, but that the second factor F 2 delivers better results from the beginning on than the idf systems. Only F 3 2 is slightly worse in the beginning part of the graph, but eventually becomes the best curve in the middle part, more than 10% better than the original curve of the idf weighting.
The measures in Table 4 again underline the results from the PR-graph. The first factor is not significantly worse for queries with multiple images whereas the second factor seems to be getting better, the more images there are in the query. The precision values are up to 10% better and also the ranks are better than in the idf system. The cubed system does not have a relevant image as top-ranked response for every query, but this can be explained with one rather bad query, whereas all other queries are processed significantly better.
We can see clearly that the first factor F 1 was unfortunately not suitable for queries with feedback although the results for one-image queries were quite good. The second factor we calculated leads to very good results. The fact that the results are even improving stronger for feedback queries is surprising as we thought that the feedback is partly already taken into account with the calculated factor. This does not seem to be the case and the results are very good. As always, the results depend on the quality of relevance feedback we can gain from the log files. If people use much positive and negative feedback, the results can be very good and a factor in a higher power can be used, which promises the best results. Even if the quality of the feedback is not clear, a simple factor can be used, and the results in our test show that this significantly improves the performance of a system. As our feedback is taken from a web demonstration, we cannot necessarily trust the user.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper shows the clear connection between learning efforts in CBIR and classical data mining problems such as the market basket analysis. It also shows that significant performance improvements can be achieved by taking the relevance feedback of old queries into account when calculating the similarities for new queries. This gain in quality will be better the more relevance feedback exists for an image database. In this context, the quality of the relevance feedback definitely also plays a significant role.
We can also think of considering an entire query session as a "market basket" rather than every single query, because the final result might better correspond to what the user really wants. All the early query steps are then just repeating parts of the final results.
Here, we do not attempt to learn feature qualities from one database to use it for another database, because with our system using low level features, this is unlikely to lead to good results. However, with very specific or higher level features, we think that good results can be obtained with such a learning technique.
In the approach presented in this paper, we created a combination of a frequency-based and a probabilistic weighting, which leads to good results. Once we will have large amounts of feedback in our log files, the goal will be to get to a fully probabilistic weighting, possibly using the frequency-based weighting as a starting point to measure feature importance and then adapt the values based on the feedback. Another idea with a high chance of success is a hierarchic learning on different levels, i.e. on a user, database and overall basis. In this paper, we only describe the learning over a database, but the learning might even be more effective when the feedback of the user working with the system is taken into account in a stronger way than as a general database knowledge.
